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AR North America Introduces the 
New RR Series Line of Pumps
     These new pumps feature a new  
rod design, large side cover sight glass, 
ceramic plungers, high quality high- 
pressure seals, new, low-pressure seal with  
scraper (patented), two-piece plunger  

guides, forged-brass, high-efficiency head design and new styling. Flows to 5.5 gpm,  
pressure to 3600 psi, rpm 1450, 1750, and 3400. The pumps come in three drive types:  
24mm solid, 1 in. and 1! in. hollow shaft. Drivers: electric, gasoline, hydraulic, or diesel.
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PRODUCT NEWS

Pressure-Pro Proudly Introduces New Lines of Tow-Pro Trailer-Mounted 
Pressure Washers!
 Over 30 standard models offering both hot and cold water. All models will 
feature a heavy duty, chemical-resistant, poly-coated forklift-able trailer frame 
with 3500-lb axle, lights, jack with wheel, safety chains, aluminum fenders, 15-in. 
wheels/tires with external grease fittings, and will come standard with: heavy 
duty poly tool box, two 250-ft capacity heavy duty hose reels, 200-gal poly water 
tank fully plumbed with your choice of our “Heavy Duty Commercial” series cold 
water, “Hot Shot” series direct-drive hot water, or “Pro-Super Skid” series belt-
drive hot water pressure washers. Standard accessories include trigger gun and 
insulated grip wand assembly with quick connects, chemical injector assembly 
with quick connects, and 0-, 15-, 25-, 40-, and 65-degree quick connect nozzles. All 
Tow-Pro trailer packages will be shippable via LTL-common carries.
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Magid Glove and 
Safety Introduces 
the CutMaster 
Aramax Sleeves 
 Offering double-ply cut resistance in a single-ply construction, these sleeves 
are machine knit from Magid’s very own Aramax and Aramax FR Yarns. Consisting 
of a unique spinning technique and a special combination of para-aramid, fiber-
glass, and synthetic fibers, Aramax Yarn has up to two times greater cut protection 
and abrasion resistance than yarns of a similar weight made from 100 percent 
aramid or other cut-resistant synthetic fibers. The high level of performance offered 
by Aramax Yarn allows Magid to knit single-ply sleeves that offer the same level 
of cut-protection offered by double-ply sleeves with the added benefit of comfort-
enhancing characteristics. They are designed to wick moisture away from the skin 
and to allow more air transfer. With Cut Level 4 cut resistance, the sleeves are 
available in lengths from 14 to 24 in., with or without a thumb slot.
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 Note: Product News submissions 
should be e-mailed to chuckp@adpub.
com or mailed to Product News, 1000 
Nix Rd., Little Rock, AR 72211. Please 
be sure that your product announcement 
is accompanied by a high-resolution 
photo of the product. CT

JGB Unveils New 
“Tuff-Guard” Water Hose
 The new crush-proof and kink-
free water hose called Tuff-Guard 
comes with a limited lifetime guar-
antee. Tuff-Guard was developed 
and is now being marketed by JGB 
Enterprises. The new product is 
made of a unique three-layer design, 
woven-fiber core for strength. It has 
been tested to last many times longer 
than anything currently on the mar-
ket. Made of TPU, the hose is easily 
identifiable by its coiled helix design, 
blue-colored exterior. It is made to 
withstand and function in tempera-
tures ranging from -20 F to 150 F. 
The working and burst pressures 
are 100 psi and 300 psi at 70 F. The 
hose maintains flexibility at extreme 
temperatures. The hose is not only 
very durable and wear resistant, but 
is 35 percent lighter than what has 
existed for generations. The new 
product is the result of five years of 
development and is being produced 
in the U.S. Available in 50- and 100-
ft lengths; the hose will accommo-
date a maximum water flow. The 
internally expanded brass couplings 
offer flow rates comparable to !-in. 
hose on a "-in. hose and unique 
ferrule design will not allow the 
couplings to separate from the hose. 
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